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Looking towards the direction of the high seas, Lin Hao crushed the satellite phone made of

special metal in his hand, and his eyes were full of killing intent between them!

The ForestWolf T4000 kept looking towards this side of Lin Hao, like a lookout,
with a sultry look, that look, which made people's scalp tingle. And above his expression was all
disappointment as well as a not-quite-killing intent ......

Finally, for a moment, the Forest Wolf T4000's eyes brightened and revealed a

flash of surprise.

"He's coming!" Forest Wolf T4000 shouted excitedly.

Within the public channels of the Mechanical Legion, countless voices came out as
well!

"Kill him! Forest Wolf T4000 has to kill him no matter what!"

"Huaxia has changed drastically, and Yuanwu dares to advance to the next level!
Isn't he afraid of our full fury? Earth land whisking zero serving Shanzha?! Surprisingly, he dares
to disobey us, then you will give him the corresponding punishment and let them know what it

means to have irreversible hegemony!"



"Kill him and let China know who really makes the rules in the world!"

"Yes, kill him! Let the world know that China, is only a little stronger than that!
How dare he advance to Grand Master at this time, he simply doesn't put us in his sights!"

......

A voice rang out, all boiling with anger, wanting to fly right out through this chat
channel and kill Yuan Wu and kill Lin Hao!

"Don't worry, I'll kill him!" Forest Wolf T4000 sneered and said, in a tone that
did not put Lin Hao in his eyes at all.

Shen Xiyan put down her phone woodenly, looking at the direction of the sea
obsessively, she heard the whistling of the sea inside Lin Hao's phone ......

"Honey, I don't want the so-called castle anymore, and I don't want any noble
status, I just want to go back with you ......" said Shen Xiyan.

Wang Shufen looked at Shen Xiyan, following her gaze to the sea place, the heart
of countless thoughts up, indeed do not dare to go up to persuade, just face are difficult
expression.



Gu Yue looked at the night one behind him, psychological countless questions,
gaze between Shen Xiyan and night one shuttle back and forth, just thought about it, and finally

did not go up to question, because he felt that some questions, not asking is the best care ...... Lin
Hao just called Shen Xiyan, Shen Xiyan also asked Lin Hao immediately back, but Lin Hao did
not The actual fact is that you can find out more about the actual situation. The actual fact is that
you can find out what kind of problem you are experiencing that will make Shen Xi Yan request
Lin Hao to come back immediately and refuse?

It is not necessary to think about it, Lin Hao must have encountered a lot of

problems, otherwise with Lin Hao's love for Shen Xiyan, how would Lin Hao dare to go against

Shen Xiyan's wishes? After all, when Shen Xiyan told Lin Hao that she liked the stars and the

moon, I'm afraid Lin Hao would have plucked the stars and moon from the sky for her. ......

"Lin Hao, what kind of difficulties have you encountered in the end? Even Night

One can't intervene ......"

Lin Hao, who was flying fast, also felt a powerful force in the east that was flying
this way, a force that was new, but faintly familiar ......

Lin Hao wondered, but shook his head and left him alone ......

Above the high seas.

Forest Wolf T4000 frowned as a powerful, thick and familiar force came from

the east, and he knew who it was!



This is Yuanwu!

Yuan Wu, one of the four gods of China's town!

He has advanced to Grand Master, what a damned thing, who on earth has given
China the courage to break the taboo and become a Grand Master?

Chapter 1412

"Forest Wolf T4000, Yuanwu is also passing by, remember, don't kill Lin Hao too quickly, let
Yuanwu come over, when the time comes, you kill Yuanwu together! And, make it known to the
world that all the rules of time cannot break the order set by the Mechanical Legion!"

"Yes, kill them! Make it known to the world!"

A voice shouted, all with endless arrogance, completely not putting Lin Hao and

Yuan Wu in their sights.

After all, the Forest Wolf T4000 was a top-tier powerhouse, not the Iron Wings

T3000 at all. if the Iron Wings T3000 were to face Lin Hao and Yuan Wu alone, they would still

be underwhelmed, after all, a powerhouse like Yuan Wu, with a rich heritage and strength, could
have fought the T3000 without defeat even before he had advanced to Grand Master, and now

after advancing, if they were to face the previous Iron Wings T3000, I'm afraid it would be

crushing ......



Lin Hao finally arrived on the high seas.

When he set foot on the high seas, the already depressing atmosphere here became
even more depressing. This tense atmosphere made the air begin to freeze, and there was a feeling
that a big war would break out at any moment ......

After all, the main character is finally here!

Lin Hao stood on top of the sea, looking around, looking at all the unfamiliar faces,
a warship with the flags of various countries. On top of the deck of the warship, every chief officer
had a stony face, while the barrels of the guns were all aimed at this high seas area!

The anger, it was quite gloomy!

The smell of a great war breaking out, and a great sense that war, at any moment,
can explode at the word? The newest and most important thing is that it is the only way to get the

most out of the war. Send up ......

"You're finally here." Forest Wolf T4000 smiled at Lin Hao, like he was looking
at a prey that couldn't escape.

"He's here!"



On the Bear Nation warship, a middle-aged man with a beard all over his face was
bursting with the smell that if you come and mess with me, I'll beat you to death. "Chinese people,
too sentimental, such a strong man, for love, regardless of ......"

"Hey, maybe that's why the Chinese are a thousand year old civilization, who
would give up what they have today because of a woman? Although he's not eternally strong now,
he definitely has a status power that countless people can't have ......" the adjutant behind him

agreed.

He looked at Lin Hao's information in his hand and also smacked his lips, not
daring to imagine at all that this strong man, just to save his wife, had become so ...... inside their
perception, such a strong man erupted into such a great battle and slaughtered to his heart's
content, wasn't it in pursuit of power and the chance to go further in strength?

It is like the vampire king is to get the throne of pope Peter and outbreak of the
king and the pope, but such a major change in the future of Western Europe's situation of the great
war, but will be because of a woman early outbreak, early fall, even more because of him,
resulting in the direction of the great war sophistry, the final vampire king side all beheaded, a
thousand years of layout, reduced to the dust of history ......

The chief officers on a warship discussed Lin Hao with their lieutenants, after all,
they had more or less news of Lin Hao on hand, such a strong man, but only for a woman ......

The imagination really feels that there are some unspeakable, some people who
study Chinese history even shake their heads and lose their laughter, sighing: "Maybe this is the

relationship between rivers and mountains and beauty! Some people love rivers and mountains,
some people love beauty, and Lin Hao is a king who loves beauty ......"
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Lin Hao listened to the surrounding discussions, these people were not low in status and power,
but Lin Hao did not care at all, because these things, did not put on his mind, his mind was full

of Shen Xiyan!

He stared at the Forest Wolf T4000 and also revealed a cold smile!

"Seek death!"

The Wolf of the Forest shouted angrily!

He sensed Lin Hao's disrespect, and he was incredibly angry!

But also after thinking about it, this man would be a corpse in no time! His current
screaming arrogance was all a dying struggle.

He looked over to where the feast was, feeling the scent of every female, and he

glanced again at Lin Hao, the ForestWolf T4000 pondering just how overpowering a woman who

had made such a powerful man lay down his life!



"Do you want the Heart of Regeneration?" The Forest Wolf T4000 said with a

light smile, a heavy whiff of playfulness.

Lin Hao stared at Forest Wolf T4000, this man's entire face had the words You,
Lin Hao, will surely die written all over it, such confidence, it was truly dazzling and at the same
time, ridiculous!

Seeing that Lin Hao didn't say anything, the ForestWolf T4000 sneered and said,
"Do you also think that you can't get the Heart of Regeneration either, so you don't want to speak
up? Don't worry it's fine, I won't kill you that quickly."

"Seriously, for such a strong man as you to put your life on the line for a woman,
I, for one, am baffled!" Forest Wolf T4000 spoke once again, his gaze falling on Lin Hao's body
like a look, but! It was full of teasing!

Lin Hao's eyes showed a cold light, this man was looking for death!

A dragon has a rebellious spirit!

Shen Xiyan was his scales of rebellion!

How dare this man use Shen Xi Yan to talk, sin? How dare he talk about Shen

Xiyan? There is no pardon!



"Why are you angry? You're not really necessary, if you die, I'll take good care of
Shen Xiyan for you!" The Wolf of the Forest T4000 laughed loudly, the sound of laughter spread
throughout the warships above the sea!

How arrogant!

Simply too arrogant!

It was as if he was afraid that the others wouldn't know the news and couldn't hear
him, recklessly and deliberately shouting out loud!

On the public channel of the Mechanical Legion, the giant shark shouted, "Wolf of

the Forest! You really are still the same pervert, but, to my liking!"

"Well, don't delay ......" said the deputy captain, but his voice was immediately

drowned out by countless voices, after all, people still quite like to dig into the secrets of the
strong ......

They were also curious, curious as to who the woman who had made such a strong
man swoon was!

"Bastard!" One of the senior chief officers roared! This strong man from Country

M was too irritating to utter such underhanded words!



"M's strongmen are all a bunch of bastards! Damned things!" Another chief officer
said angrily, they simply felt that such people living on top of the world was an insult to them!

"......"

A chorus of voices were backing Lin Hao up, but no one dared to step over the

border line between the high seas and their own waters, just gazing and staring at the Forest Wolf

T4000.

They didn't dare to cross the line of their own waters because, the Wolf of the

Forest T4000 was up, and as they finished, they felt the crisis of a huge cannon staring at them!

The M super warships, staring at them!

They were afraid, but they also looked at the military powerhouses on their side of
the line, and they were all standing at attention, no less than the M super warships, so they
breathed a sigh of relief and stood upright!
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"A bunch of losers! When I've finished with this so-called King of China, I'll come back to talk to
you all! I'm afraid that you people won't dare to come out and see it then!" The Wolf of the Forest

T4000 said towards the two captains of the two warships of the small coastal countries who had

stood up for Lin Hao.



He remembered these two men with a murderous intent.

The first one who spoke up for Lin Hao was a great admiral from the small coastal
country of A! Du X! The second one who spoke up for Lin Hao was one of the great admirals of

the navy from the small coastal country of T, I Brudo!

I Brudo and Du X looked at each other and they both saw the fear in each other's
eyes! They dared to speak against the Forest Wolf T4000, such a strong man, once he let go,
could have their whole kingdom slaughtered!

So they had to look to China for help, otherwise the two of them could not afford

to provoke a superpower and commit the crime of annihilation!

This was a disaster of epic proportions for their kingdom! If anything were to
happen to their kingdom, they would be guilty of causing a national tragedy! Sinners! War is a

great evil, and M wouldn't mind having a weak nation disappear from the world!

Lin Hao looked to the two officer chiefs who spoke for him with a slightly grateful
look, I then looked to the arrogant and arrogant as hell Forest Wolf T4000!

His gaze was relaxed!

It was like the look of relief before death!



Lin Hao felt that way!

Forest Wolf T4000 had been single-minded, waiting to feel the scent of Genbu's
arrival!

Finally!

The arrogant commanding voice voice of the giant shark came from inside his

headset, "You may strike now! Remember, don't kill the Chinese King Lin Hao too quickly and

easily, leave some time for Yuan Wu! Otherwise, if you kill him too quickly, Yuanwu will turn
back halfway, and then you'll have a problem to go back to!"

"Yes! We must kill Yuan Wu along with Lin Hao, the King of China! Otherwise
they will easily break the treaty we made for China that they cannot advance to Grand Master or
they will carry out!" Captain Deputy whispered.

He did not wish to see this? Italian Servant Shan closed the whisk whisk zero

Shan? A picture!

Yuan Wu, one of the four gods of the Chinese Dragon Sect, advancing to Grand
Master!

Then could Qin Long, Yang Hu and Taotie be far behind?



These four are all top-notch powerhouses! Once all of them have attained the rank

of Grand Master, they will be a force to be reckoned with, and China's strategy to control the
whole of Southeast Asia will collapse! The plan to seize the divine treasures of Southeast Asia
would have to be delayed for decades or even centuries!

They cannot wait!

"Don't worry guys, I'll kill them both like chickens! If that doesn't work, then add
that Jun Wu Ren together! I can easily kill them too!" Forest Wolf T4000 said with a light laugh.

He was sighing, such a great credit had just come into his hands? It simply felt

like a gift from heaven! Once he returned from this merit, he could completely rely on this

terrifying merit to advance to the Saint Lord level!

Even if he doesn't make it!

Even if he doesn't, he can still advance to the rank of Vice Saint! Once that
happens, their faction will definitely not be suppressed! They will not be bullied and humiliated

by anyone in the Mechanical Army!

Dawn! Glory! Power! Power! It's all right here!

Kill him and it will all be there!



"This is but a minor inconvenience, but a heavenly opportunity for the next gain!
And, this trouble is negligible!" The Wolf of the Forest T4000 was smug as hell!
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Lin Hao looked at this mechanical man whose face was changing expressions for some reason, he
couldn't figure out what he was thinking when he smiled and became angry and openly perverse.

Just, it was quite ridiculous!

Probably sensing Lin Hao's mockery, the Forest Wolf T4000 was incredibly

angry!

Then again, sensing that Yuan Wu had been in the night? Lu Fuyan Ai Xi Zha Zha?
running, he slightly calculated the time and felt!

It was time to strike!

"King of Huaxia, come and die!" The Wolf of the Forest T4000 shouted, then
blasted out with a punch!

Without even inspiring his sharp claws, he didn't put Lin Hao in his sights at all!



It was too arrogant!

The Mechanical Legion who were watching the battle also revealed a satisfied
smile, they had privately speculated before, saying whether the Forest Wolf T4000 would come

up and activate the claws directly!

Some guessed that it would! After all, despite its arrogance and pride, the Forest
Wolf was still careful!

But on top of that, some people snickered and said, "If you are dealing with a
Chinese Grand Master and activate the claws directly, it is really a bit inconsistent with his
behavior and actions. ......

There are also people who suspect that it will not! They argued that although the

Wolf of the Forest was a bastard, he was still a proud M gentleman at heart, and never looked

straight at China, but looked down at a forty-five degree angle with contempt!

They all believed that the Wolf of the Forest T4000 would never let Lin Hao

escape from his grasp! Nor would they let Lin Hao die with the dignity of a strong man! For, this
is the punishment that M treats those of Chinese strength with! Judgement!

A fist was thrown and all around was silent!

The threatening gaze of the Forest Wolf T4000 had dared countless people to

speak!



The chief officer standing on the deck of the Chinese warship had a heavy face...
had the fight started? Did the people of the Bear Kingdom not say anything? What about the

Western European countries? Why didn't anyone say anything? This was a T4000 level war!

Little did he know, this was the scene that countless nations wanted to see!

China is finally on top of the stage of history again, fighting M with a different

identity!

Military, economic, scientific research and so on, the two have been battling it out
for the past decade or two!

The Wolf of the Forest T4000 is extremely fast, already surpassing the speed of

sound, as he comes down with a single punch! The air around him mobilises powerfully and

crushes space! A faint sonic boom!

A whirring sound of friction! The sound of scraping and scraping is a sign of his

terrifying strength!

As he watched the Forest Wolf T4000's fist come down, Lin Hao felt his power,
it was an incomparably thick power, stronger than many others before him! Even with just a slight
punch, he had already reached the terrifying strength of a single blow from Pope Peter!



Powerful!

This was something that could be known at first sight!

"But so what?!" Lin Hao threw a punch against it, completely unafraid of the Forest
Wolf T4000's strike!

"How dare you! How dare you collide with me with a single blow!" The Forest
Wolf T4000 snorted coldly and contemptuously.

The speed then increased once again, and endless power was transmitted from

inside his body! It had the intention of destroying one of Lin Hao's arms directly with this punch!

The Giant Eagle King and the SilverWolf King, who were following him from afar,
looked at each other, both of them seeing fear in each other's eyes!

A strong man!

A terrifyingly strong man! A man no less powerful than Pope Peter!

Was this M Nation's scientific research technology, its mechanical army so

strong?



"King Giant Eagle, the two of them, who is stronger! In the end, who will win and
who will lose?" Silver Wolf King Bigir swallowed his saliva and inquired.
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His eyes were still fixed on this side, and he had no intention of moving away!

The strongest, the top of the line, if he learns a hint of rhythm from it, it can be
quite useful for his own growth and cultivation and so on! He didn't want to miss it!

The Giant Eagle King suspected, but did not dare to draw a direct conclusion.
After all, he couldn't come to that conclusion, nor could he? Shan whisked Yi Xi grasping service

to cover Shan?! Because the strength of these two people, nowadays, is not something he can
guess!

The King of China, Lin Hao, was terrifyingly strong! He was already above him!
How could he guess? How could he conclude? How could he guess? How could he conclude

that a weak man would say something against a strong man? Wasn't that ridiculous?

He was a strong man who had lived for thousands of years!

A sigh of relief! Looking upwards.



In his ear Pope Peter said softly: "This was only a short sparring match, the battle
for life and death has not yet come out! The fact that you haven't concluded the outcome shows

that you still have some judgement!"

The Silver Wolf King could not help but move a glance at the Giant Eagle King,
who was very strong and now the Pope had given his approval, but under the two men's battle, he
really just seemed, well, a bit out of place ......

The Silver Wolf King felt sad, after all, he was at least a strong man who was

ready to play chess on the stage, but now under such a battle, he did not even have the ability to
open his mouth to judge, sad, lamentable, and ridiculous ......

Is this the silence of the strong?

Perhaps it is. ......

As the battle continues, Pope Peter stares at the Iron Wings T4000, this man is
strong!

He also knew in his heart that it wasn't just one IronWings T4000 that was strong,
but the entire mechanical legion of T4000 level powerhouses were strong!

There was a Saint King in the legion! And this Saint King, what kind of strength is
it? Didn't they say that the strongest person in M's situation was at the peak of T4000?



"But if that's the case, why would there be a figure of this level of Saint Lord? Did

they break through that one technology? A shackle of strength that Western Europe hasn't even
broken? That can't be! After all, they are inferior, how could they break the barrier to a

technology that no genuine one has done, there must be some unknown secret here!"

Pope Peter pondered.

After just a moment's thought, he shook his head not to extend further on the

subject, and simply looked in the direction of M, his gaze ghostly cold.

A fist came crashing down!

The sound of the two impacting exploded!

Bang!

The violent impact caused a huge wave to form above the rough surface of the sea,
surging out into the sky!

Black clouds instantly swept in from the sky!



Lin Hao took dozens of steps backwards! With a stony face, he stared at the Wolf

of the Forest T4000!

"Is this the strength of a T4000 level? Just one light punch and it's already so

strong, and I didn't even see him use his characteristic function! He's already this strong without
even using his Origin Body, what if he did? What would that be like?"

Lin Hao stopped imagining! Once again, he threw a punch!

The Forest Wolf T4000 was furious at this moment, this damned King of China

had blocked his blow!

He didn't even shock him himself? This ......

He couldn't accept it?

Why?

"Damn you!" Forest Wolf T4000 felt his face was humiliated!

Because he heard one voice after another insulting him!



"You're too weak, aren't you?Wolf of the Forest! You're a T4000 level machine?
I feel like you're weaker than my T2000-class explorer!"
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"Yeah, yeah, totally a weak looker, and somehow you're T4000 level! What's going on? Is the

mechanical legion in such decline now? Are all the newly promoted T4000 level mechanics so

weak?"

"It's really ...... forget it, I don't even want to say anything, Forest Wolf T4000,
if you can't solve them, just unload all the new technology you carry on your body and leave it to

those who need it!" Even the giant shark, who was on good terms with him, couldn't help but say.

"Damn it!" The Wolf of the Forest roared and charged!

The endless will to fight came crashing down on him, and Lin Hao's expression
froze as he similarly charged forward!

A punch!

Bang!

"Damn you!"



The two brushed past each other, and the Forest Wolf T4000 shouted angrily.
There was malice within his expression!

Seeing that Lin Hao didn't say a word, Forest Wolf T4000 boiled with rage! One
after another, he roared, "Don't think that I'll let you off the hook just because you don't say
anything! King of China, your wife, I will take good care of her!"

"Haha! The Forest Wolf T4000 also has such a fetish, but such a fetish is really
pleasing and soothing for me to apply to my enemies!" The giant shark laughed gleefully, as if he
were in the same situation, with great pleasure!

"Disgusting!" I don't know who whispered, but the giant shark didn't take it to
heart, and the same was true of the Forest Wolf T4000. They get into arguments all the time, so
they generally don't take such derogatory offensive language to heart!

This is a side note to the fact that they are extremely low quality!

The Forest Wolf T4000 had a smug smile on his face as he received praise from

his extremely like-minded partner!

Lin Hao was furious!

A fierce fist blasted down!



Crossing over ForestWolf T4000's defences and cutting through the gap between
his fists, his fist came crashing down, directly onto his steel chest!

"Bang Bang!"

A violent sound pierced out, and the Forest Wolf T4000 looked at Lin Hao in

shock, with a look of disbelief that he had been hit by him!

Damn it!

His strength, what the hell is going on?

Why wasn't he crushing!

Just now, he had used 100% of his strength in the fight! He hadn't been slacking,
so why had he hit him?

Was his physical skill that strong?



Although the punch, which only made a violent sound on his steel plate, did not

give him? Italian west grasping er whisking land closed dye? cause any pain! But that was it, he
felt that he had still suffered a considerable injury!

One after another, he felt his face was shameless after being pinned down by this

kind of resistance from Lin Hao!

"It seems that I underestimated you!" The Wolf of the Forest T4000 once again

exchanged punches with Lin Hao!

The wind and waves in the sky, huge waves engulfing the seagulls in the air, such
a picture that nature could not create, manifested above the warships of the nations!

This is the image left behind by the fight of the top powerhouse?

It's unimaginable, it's terrifying!

They were in awe!

Even the chief officers of the Red and Blue Corps, who had been engaged in

practical exercises, were also horrified by the fact that such a display was no less than a 40kg
bomb striking the surface of the sea again and again with a spike that exceeded the speed of sound
several times!



"Is this the top powerhouse? It's terrifying!" Du X swallowed his saliva and said in

awe.

My Brudo's arm trembled slightly, and his second-in-command's eyes were as
wide as a bull's eye, obviously terrified ......

Chapter 1418

The murderous aura didn't break!

As Lin Hao's fight with the Forest Wolf T4000 deepened, it became even more
terrifying!

In the distance, Yuan Wu, who was running on the waves, was distraught!

"Is the fight on? The young man's blood is ten thousand feet high! Dare to crush
the vault of heaven!" Yuan Wu's aged body, having advanced to Grand Master, glowed with new
life!

In a flash, he realised that the so-called purple qi, the ills brought about by qi luck,
were all nothing!

It was all the villainous tricks of M. It was only a pity that again because of the
ancient clan and others they had always treated the purple qi as a taboo, which forced even the

Dragon Sect to follow it, with the proviso, of course, that they had won that great battle of forty



years, but with heavy casualties! After the war, they signed a contract with the Mechanical Army

of M. They could not reach out and touch the core technology of the other side!

But contracts are contracts, and both were broken when the M's reached out! It's
just that the M's are so bad that they use the countries to hold them back so that they can reach in!
As for Dragon Gate, because of its limitations, it has not been able to overcome their defences
over the years!

But that was before!

Now, it was all solved!

They had broken the Purple Qi Infusion! They have advanced to Grand Master!

They've broken the myth that it's difficult to capture robots above the T2000
alive!

The future is promising!

"I hope it ends slowly!" Yuan Wu gritted his teeth, his body's blood boiling as he

stepped on the waves faster and faster! It was as if he was treading on a huge wave under his feet,
and the swimming fish in the seawater leapt up under his feet every now and then, these were river
and sea sharks!



They felt the aura of the powerful, absorbing this terrifying divine collection!

Unknown species at the bottom of the sea, dark currents catching up with them,
countless big fish and small fish!

He was especially worried about Lin Hao, after all, said? Italian Wu Fu Er Lu

closed steak land? In the end the steel wings T4000 strength, the terror ......

"I will kill you!" Lin Hao mouth corner reveals the forest smile, this smile, all is
killing intent!

He actually dared that Shen Xiyan to threaten him!

This was definitely something that he would not allow to exist!

He naturally knew that the Forest Wolf T4000 could communicate with the

Mechanical Legion at any time!

So in this battle, he would tell his opponent with the final end! Dragons have scales
of rebellion! Touch it, and you die!

It doesn't matter who it is!



"Arrogance! Arrogance!" Forest Wolf T4000 roared, a fist like the wind, piercing
through the air!

It struck Lin Hao's arm with a fierce blow, sending him flying!

The sudden acceleration and re-enhancement put Lin Hao in a trance and he

caught an opening to deliver a direct hit!

However, this blow was almost as soft as the one Lin Hao had dealt to the Forest

Wolf T4000 earlier.

"So, that's how strong you are, and you dare to talk so much crap in front of me?
Killing me? Oh, above this world, those who can kill me, they wouldn't dare to go out!" TheWolf

of the Forest T4000 said with a crooked mouth!

The arrogance of his appearance!

He was right in this statement. Those who were able to kill him did not dare to go

out! For example, the Holy Lord, the Companions and so on, these people would never go out!

Once the Holy Lord goes out and the countries catch sight of him, they will send
tracking missiles to lock on to him, and once he crosses the border line of the countries' territory,
I am afraid they will fire missiles to kill him!



Moreover, these powerful people do not dare to go out!

Because they were afraid of being hunted by M's mechanical legions!

Lin Hao flicked his arm and shrugged his shoulders, looking relaxed, "This strike
is no more than that!"
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Faced with Lin Hao's shout, the Forest Wolf T4000 was furious!

And Pope Peter watched the duo's physical exchange of punches, also narrowing
his eyes, as? Shan Lu Pao Pao Lu Jie Shan Shan? Today, Lin Hao's strength had reached a rather
high status, fully meeting the lowest standard of his previous treatment of partners!

Therefore, he was not hoping for Lin Hao to lose!

After a thousand years of waiting, how could he let Lin Hao lose like this?

Wasn't that ridiculous?



"I haven't even used my full strength, and here you are gloating because I didn't
inflict enough wounds with one strike! Do you know that my Origin Body, I haven't exerted it! If
I had just used my Origin Body strike, you would have been dead!" The ForestWolf T4000 said

with a cold smile.

As he said that, his face turned cold, and the air around him was suddenly cold! A
loud mechanical engine sounded, and the next moment!

A terrifying pressure penetrated out!

The final form of the Wolf of the Forest T4000 was born! Sharp claws with a
silvery glint! The killing intent boils over! He was serious!

Lin Hao also felt the coldness of the air after the claws were created! He was
strong!

Incredibly strong!

When this claw came out, it was like heaven and earth had lost its colour!

"A true top-tier powerhouse?" Lin Hao whispered!



He didn't wimp out! On the contrary, there was a terrifying battle intent that was

rising in his heart that was hard to extinguish, his heart was like a flame burning!

Killing intent and battle intent ran through him, and his exuberant bloodline

always felt like it would be unleashed in the next moment!

Lin Hao raised his head, and in a flash, the gaze inside his eyebrows was like an
endless abyss!

"Good timing!" The Forest Wolf T4000 sensed Lin Hao's will to fight, and no

longer mocked, but bellowed!

Then the whole body moved!

The silver claws swung up!

The claws that pierced the air slashed out violently and crushed down towards Lin
Hao! The force was so terrifying that it was like an ocean overturning the heavens!

It was stronger and more terrifying than any of the previous levels!

Was this a T4000 level powerhouse?



So strong?

Lin Hao looked on in disbelief, but he didn't just sit there and wait for death,
instead he moved his whole body, mobilising every nerve and rushed forward to kill him,
without a hint of fear of battle!

Towards him, Lin Hao dodged from side to side, avoiding his claws and dodging
his attacking posture!

The corners of Forest Wolf T4000's mouth were slightly surprised, but he
immediately smiled again, sighing in his heart, if he was really that weak to be killed outright by
one of his claws, then there was no way he could have grown to this point!

To think that he had watched Lin Hao's great battle all the way through, his crazy,
arrogant, death-defying, never-fearful nature! If he had been brainless in this situation, I'm afraid

he would have died long ago! How could he have reached the point he is at today?

With his strength today, he is already at the top of his class in this interface!

And he's still a native powerhouse! Not like the mechanical legions that they had
assembled after birth! They weren't real power players, they were just a bunch of giant machines
wrapped in machinery, war machines! They are the legions that the M's use to counterbalance the
world's power players!



Why this is so, they know for themselves, is because M has no gods to hide, no
reserves to breed their own power players!

The Powerful Ones! From ancient times to the present day, humans have been
created after their rise to power! These people can use the power of faith, use the evening energy of
the sun, imitate the Chinese martial arts, use tiny bugs, use the study of a powerful beast to create
their own totem system ......
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And they, M, have only been established for two or three hundred years, while exterminating their
indigenous people like crazy ......

"Only dodging?" The Forest Wolf T4000 followed one claw after another,
bringing out endless terrifying pressure and strong killing intent, each attack had a momentum

that if you eat this blow from me, you will definitely die!

And each attack was far more terrifying than the last!

"The battle has only just begun! What's your hurry?" Lin Hao once again dodged
the Forest Wolf T4000's strike, avoiding his edge.

This caused the ForestWolf T4000 to become infuriated and slash towards the air
several times again, causing the breath to surge and the sea sucked up from the middle of the

ocean? The sea was a huge dragon. The water formed a huge dragon in the air and smashed

towards Lin Hao!



Lin Hao clenched his fists and struck a blow towards this huge dragon, and the

fierceness was directly extinguished under the force of his fist.

The Forest Wolf T4000 grunted lightly and came over again!

The two of them, tangled up!

The fight is getting fiercer and fiercer!

They didn't dare to be as idle as before, they were both 100% serious, afraid that
if they were not careful, they would fall into each other's path and get hurt!

Inside the M-Mechanical Corps!

The previously leisurely atmosphere was becoming a little tense.

As they watched the tangled duo, they gradually began to not dare to make some
vulgar and dirty comments at will.

Lin Hao's words caused the giant shark's eyelids to jump.



He was also a lover of human wives! Also likes to grab his opponent's wife and
then ......

The second-in-command captain, Golden Hook, tapped his wrist on the sandbox,
the great battle in front of him was beyond his imagination, the Forest Wolf T4000, after really
playing out its strength, did not achieve the results they expected!

This situation is a bit hard to accept, huh?

"How can he be so strong?" It was unknown who uttered these words inside the

channel.

At this moment, there wasn't anyone belittling, because they were looking at it!
Lin Hao's physical skills were terrifying! And that super burst of Lin Hao's hadn't been executed
either!

Both of them, both of them were blasting furiously on a trial basis, and not using

their bottom cards!

But!

Yuanwu will be here soon!



Once Yuanwu comes, the situation won't be the same!

Deputy Captain Gold Hook tapped the edge of the sand table and thought to
himself.

"I've already sent a T4000 level strong man out, if I send another T4000 level

strong man, I'm afraid it will cause public anger among the nations, but if I don't send another

strong man over, the situation will be grim ......"

He stared in thought, and a thousand thoughts came to his mind.

As the leader of the fighting fanatics in the legion, the giant shark T4000
slammed the table and the woman kneeling in front of him rolled away from him in fear!

And the beautiful women who were pounding his back behind him and pouring
him drinks beside him all retreated with panicked faces.

"Deputy, at this rate, once Yuanwu comes over, we're bound to lose!" The giant
shark T4000's slippery skin was completely unmistakable as it was made of metal, and now they

clung to the top of the giant shark T4000's epidermis as if it was hidden!

This was his battle stance!



"I know your fears, and that's mine too. But you also know that we can't send
T4000 level powerhouses over there again, and you've seen the high seas, where a warship of top
technology from every country is staring at us! Once we break the power conservation treaty, we
will be targeted and will die very quickly!" The second-in-command captain said.
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